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which does not always mean chronological, order. When it
has been added that the authorities are all modern (i. e., not
more than a century old), and mostly American, and that
they are carefully stripped of useless verbiage and irrelevant
matters, and fitted with head-notes consisting merely of the
briefest possible statements of the rules of law, the value of
the book becomes apparent. It is indexed, and the name of
the publishers insures its mechanical excellence.
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THE AMERICAN LAW REGISTER AND REVIEW enters upon its
fifth year (the thirty-fifth of the AMERICAN LAW REGISTER)

under circumstances so favorable as to be a matter of special
congratulation both to itself and to its subscribers.
The members of the Department of Law of the University
of Pennsylvania having expressed a strong desire to a.quire
an interest in the conduct of a legal publication of established
reputation and national interest and circulation, the Publishers
have availed themselves of the proposition and have reorganized the Board of this magazine in such a way as to admit the
co6peration with themselves of members of the Faculty and
Alumni of the Department of Law as a Board of Direction.
This Board will be composed (in addition to the undersigned)
of the following: Chairman, Prof. Hampton L. Carson, Prof
George Tucker Bispham, Prof. George Stuart Patterson and
E. Hazard Dickson, Esq. The Board has selected the Undergraduate Editors whose names are to be found at the head of
the Editorial Department.
No change will be made in the construction of the magazine
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beyond the effort to enlarge and improve upon the character
of the notes and annotations, so that every newly arisen point
of law, whether decided in the courts ef the various States, of
the United States, or of England, will receive prompt and'
thorough discussion of such a kind as to be of value, in a
comparativeway, to practitioners in different jurisdictions. The
Editorial Department, through the new opportunity for obtaining valuable comment, will be an important feature.
Every new legal publication of any importance will receive,
as heretofore, an early and impartial review at the hands of
reviewers selected with regard to their special knowledge of
the branch of law treated, and our :ubscribers will thus be
enabled to keep abreast of all additions to legal literature.
Mr. Ardemus Stewart will continue to have charge of the
"Progress of the Law," which has met with such unqualified
commendation, and all subscribers are requested to furnish
him, as heretofore, with an early report of any decision involving a new question of law, or of such general importance as
to warrant its being placed among the " Important Decisions"
of the month.
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